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Abstract 
Technological music tools such as digital audio workstations and electronic music 
instruments have enabled musicians without formal training to create music that is 
heard by millions of people. The automation by software and hardware can create 
compelling productions without limitations from performance ability. However, the 
automation of vocals is particularly difficult because beyond pitch and timbre, the 
vocalization of language requires additional parameters for control. As the production of 
a vocal synthesizer and its vocal palettes is complex, the current market sees these 
difficulties represented through products that have limited voices and do not adapt to 
vocal trends. This project demonstrates a tool that allows producers to use a simple 
typing interface for the input of words, allowing the output to be integrated and 
controlled by modern digital audio workstations. Using a machine learning solution, the 
tool is not dependent on large stores of audio data once a model is trained and since it 
contains a simple method to create new voices, it can keep up with evolving musical 
trends and vocal styles. The aim is to bring the human voice into the realm of digital 
music production enabling a music maker to include a large range of vocal styles within 
their production tool set. This paper outlines the design and development of the tool and 
culminates in a piece of music that illustrates the value of applying design thinking 
research strategies to an artistic and technical challenge. 
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Introduction & Research Motivation
Introduction 
My objective for this thesis project was to build an effective singing voice synthesizer 
that could be used by music makers to create vocal music and would feature a simple 
process for adding new vocal styles. My overall research question for this project was 
as follows: How might we create a convincing system that has value to a music maker 
using current speech synthesis technology? In this paper, I describe the inspiration for 
and how I built my singing voice synthesis music production tool through available open 
source resources surrounding speech and audio synthesis. The aim is to bring the 
human voice into the realm of digital music production in a framework that would enable 
a music maker to include a large range of vocal styles within their production tool set. 
Having a comprehensive and expanding digital bank of vocal styles would enable new 
creative possibilities without the complexities associated with traditional vocal 
production. The synthetic singing voice is not intended to replace a live performer. 
Rather it provides music makers without access to a specific singing ability or vocal 
style, the option and flexibility for inclusion within their work. 
The developments in the field of machine learning open up the possibilities of creating a 
highly realistic vocal synthesizer. Machine learning is complex, especially within the 
context of audio processing and synthesis, for a designer who has not undergone 
formal training in the field. Therefore, the strategies presented in this work are not 
directly aimed at furthering technological advancements in neural systems for audio 
synthesis, but focus on applying creative design strategies within the existing 
advancements of speech synthesis to create a singing voice system.
As a music maker, I have used digital audio tools extensively. Using first Garageband 
and now Ableton Live, I compose and produce instrumental music for sale and 
performance through music libraries, record labels and collaborations with songwriters 




range of different types of music genres. No longer is the music maker restricted to 
working with live musicians to make music. Many instruments now live in digital space 
where the music maker can be both the composer and player. There is almost no limit 
when it comes to the instrumental aspects of song crafting. Unfortunately, the almost 
limitless possibilities of computer-based music do not extend to the vocal portion of 
music. When writing songs, as a non-singer myself, I am dependent on collaborations 
with a vocalist to complete non-instrumental music. This can add enormous complexity 
and cost to the production and even the legal aspects (such as royalty splits) of the 
end-to-end process. Moreover, when working with an artist, I would like to be able to 
continuously experiment with the vocal melody myself, until I feel it’s satisfactorily 
catchy. Throughout my music making career, I have looked for digital solutions that I 
could use as a substitute singing voice; solutions that are similar in flexibility to the tools 
available for a wide range of instrumentation and effects. 
The advancements in computer power and, importantly, memory capacity, have led to 
powerful instruments built from sampling the recordings of live instruments. Getting the 
sound of a specific instrument or full orchestra within a composition does not require 
training in recording techniques, recording tools or studio expenses and, most 
importantly, using the sound of an instrument within a composition does not require 
formal musical training. However, the reproduction of non-digital musical instruments in 
a digital workspace requires large stores of audio. Each note and its many articulations 
must be recorded and compiled into a database to be called upon through an interface. 
For example, a professional grade string section sampler that I use, contains thirty-two 
articulations for each note. Consider the variables for a human singing voice. Adding to 
variations in frequency and articulation, there is also the variable of spoken language. A 
singing music production tool based on a library of audio samples where a user could 
have lyrical and pitch control would require an unrealistic amount of data and storage 
space. Technical solutions that have been developed so far use multiple tricks to limit 
the size of the audio base. These solutions often result in qualities that are unnatural to 
the human voice. A machine learning based solution has the potential to enable the 
development of a singing voice music tool that is not reliant on large stores of audio 
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 once a model is trained. Further, if the system contains a simple method to create new 
voices, it can keep up with evolving musical trends and vocal styles. 
The paper begins with a discussion of the motivation behind my research project. It then 
provides an overview of speech and singing synthesis technologies to give some 
background technology context. I then describe my research including the research 
questions, research through design with iterative prototyping and the results. I conclude 
with a discussion of my thoughts on the research and the project results. 
Research Motivation 
I am a music maker whose music career began very traditionally. As a child, I studied a 
number of instruments through the Royal Conservatory of Music as well as taking part 
in the music programs of my various schools. I would often experiment with music 
composition and production, using primarily the guitar and basic home recording 
technologies. After the purchase of a 2004 iMac, opening books of standard sheet 
music was a rare occurrence outside of studies. With the iMac came Garageband, a 
simple DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) that featured MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface) sequencing, audio recording and basic audio effects. This was a paradigm 
shift for me in terms of my place in the field of music. Instead of being a single 
instrument voice among many, Garageband enabled me to be the whole orchestra 
playing self-composed music. Though Garageband was a limited introductory DAW, it 
felt like the potential for creation was limitless. Over the following years, I moved on to a 
more professional production suite called Ableton Live, and further away from playing 
any real instruments. I found that as my sound design and audio programming abilities 
improved, digital versions of guitars that used MIDI notation input could sound better 
than my own guitar recording as I wasn’t limited by my playing ability. To make an 
instrument such as the guitar sound real, I program details that give a recording life, 
such as pick scrapes, fretboard squeaks, automating the pitch bends and running it 




once this system is built it can be reused, easily changing MIDI notes depending on the 
context. My computer music skills had surpassed my musicianship. 
Over time I developed production skills into a career built around creating music for 
advertising and visual content, personal artist projects and production for other artists. 
When considering the crafting of modern vocal music, a key area of the work involves 
an aspect of the song known as the topline. The topline of a song is the vocal 
component over an instrumental bed, designed to catch the ear of the listener. A 
popular assembly line method for the top producers is to create a beat and send it out to 
a large pool of vocal talent, who try to work out the catchiest topline. This diversification 
increases the chance of finding a hit topline. Lyrics are sometimes written after a stream 
of melodic gibberish has been arranged. This is referred to as the track-and-hook 
method by John Seabrook, whose book, The Song Machine (2016), took a look at this 
assembly line format involving the division of labour across the creation of a record. 
While the track-and-hook method is available to sought-after producers with access to 
talent in large numbers, the assembly line also goes the other way. Producers, often up 
and coming, are presented with toplines that mostly contain complete lyrics over simple 
beats, where they compete amongst a talent pool to turn it into a hit song. Working with 
predefined toplines is primarily the way I’ve been a part of large projects. 
Besides being in the assembly line, competing to manufacture parts, I also work with 
artists directly. This gives me an opportunity to mold the topline, try different melodies 
and rhythms with an artist’s vocals. We can record over a track, I can analyze the 
melody, then give suggestions during a re-record. The vocals are malleable, but so is 
the instrumentation, in an evolving process that still retains aspects of specialization like 
track and hook. To experiment with the first take of the vocals, I push and pull the 
rhythm and pitch of the audio. Analyzing the original sung melody, changing the pitch of 
parts and readjusting the rhythmic qualities of a vocal take help me find that ear 
catching melody in an analytical and experimental way. After some time experimenting, 
I hand back a template for the singer to re-record their lyrics, a sing-by-the-numbers 
approach. 
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D.A.N.C.E., by French electronic act Justice, is an early example of a voice in a song 
that I wanted available for use within my own productions. The vocals are provided by 
London’s Foundation for Young Musicians children’s choir. Over the choir backing 
vocals, one young member is featured, who brings what sounds like a young Jackson 
Five era Michael Jackson to the record. It wasn’t just the lead vocal that captured my 
interest, but I became set on incorporating a children’s choir within my music as well. 
Both these would be difficult to source, finding a sound-a-like to one of the most iconic 
voices would be luck, and while easier to find a children's choir, there are logistical and 
financial problems to address when hiring and organizing the recording of a full choir. 
Time and financial investments are not unique to choirs, all vocal production faces 
similar challenges. The writing and recording of vocals is a practice that often takes 
place outside the realm of the production of the instrumental portion of a song. There is 
a separation in the production space of these two practices as they feature different 
problems to address and require different skills. This tends to create specialists that 
focus on one discipline or the other. After lyrics are prepared, vocal production can 
require renting a suitable recording space, sourcing the correct gear, solving logistical 
issues surrounding singer availability. As songs evolve, more sessions are booked to 
address changes that must take place in the vocal recording, so the process often is 
repeated. A change in production can require a change in the vocal work, and reversed. 
The separate nature of these two practices greatly increases composition and 
production time, as one process awaits the completion of the other. 
I’m not a singer, my specialization has been music composition and production. I have 
not been able to develop the abilities to hit desired notes when singing. Most 
importantly, I do not find my voice to have an interesting texture. It is difficult to write 
lyrical music if you can’t sing as it’s hard to get a sense of how lyrics sound in context. 
Even if training resulted in a decent voice, I think about my relationship to the guitar and 
its historical place in my song writing. If I could take a step back, analyze the chords, 
melody, and program vocals, would I do better work, similar to what happened with 
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guitar? Why get held back by the limitations of my own physical ability if it was possible 
to get a realistic and decent topline in the digital space. 
As a music maker using digital tools to compose and produce music, I was constantly 
on the lookout for new developments that could support my work. I used the internet 
and wide contact networks in the music industry to identify new products and 
approaches and then tried out ones that seemed promising – basically an applied 
research approach. This was how I approached my search for a singing voice tool or 
system that I could incorporate into my music making. Did the tool meet my needs? Did 
it have ease of use? Did the output sound like a natural voice? And most of all, would it 






The following context chapter provides an overview of speech synthesis and singing 
voice synthesis (SVS) development, a review of technologies developed to date and the 
applicability to my music making need for a singing voice synthesizer tool. It looks at 
current speech and singing synthesis technology and the drawbacks and limitations of 
the technologies with regard to music making applications. 
Speech Synthesis Overview 
Speech synthesis is the artificial production of human speech. Today, the majority of 
speech synthesis happens within a computer system that takes text as an input, and 
outputs synthesized speech. This is known as a Text-to-Speech system (TTS). 
There have been two common goals throughout the history of speech synthesis 
development; intelligibility and naturalness: intelligibility can be judged simply by 
whether words could be correctly recognised; naturalness is less defined. For the 
purpose of this research project, the concept of ‘naturalness’ was considered in terms of 
whether it sounds like a live human, or is noticeably robotic in texture, and where it sits 
on this scale. Essentially, does this generated speech sound more like a robot, or more 
like a human? 
Many techniques have been developed to create a natural and convincing synthetic 
speech engine. Often, these techniques have been based on the concatenative method, 
a process where a large amount of speech is recorded from a single speaker to build a 
database of smaller speech fragments that can be reconstructed. Pre-recorded 
fragments of words are strung together, and then these smaller units are recombined to 
form speech. They are usually limited to one speaker, and require a great deal of 
memory to store the necessary data for speech synthesis. Constructing a speaker out of 
these smaller audio units makes it difficult to modify the voice without recording a whole 
new database. In order to create a second speaker or speaker style, the process must 
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be repeated (Oloko-Oba et al. 2016). A different technique, called parametric synthesis, 
relies on the analysis and modeling of the spectral characteristics of speech recordings. 
The parameters learned in the analysis are used to reconstruct speech by simulating 
the vocal tract of human beings using a parametric physical model (Zen, Tokuda, and 
Black, 2009). Concatenative speech generation typically produces more natural 
sounding speech, but its effectiveness is limited by the size and quality of the recorded 
database. Parametric synthesis allows for greater flexibility in speaking style by 
modifying parameters of the model, but generally is less natural. 
Speech synthesis systems often see a trade-off between realism and malleability. 
WaveNet, presented in 2016, was a major breakthrough in the area of speech synthesis 
and involves using neural networks to model the human voice. WaveNet demonstrated 
an ability to produce natural-sounding synthesized speech that outperformed previous 
methods, by directly modelling waveforms. Directly modelling waveforms is difficult, for 
instance a standard clip of audio can contain tens of thousands of samples per second. 
WaveNet presented a solution by using techniques found in Pixel-CNN, which is a 
model that can be conditioned on an image to generate similar images. It generates 
pixel-by-pixel by looking at data from previously generated pixels. Pixel-CNN uses 
dilated convolutional neural networks, which enables making increasingly large skips in 
the data to generate the larger picture. This method of skipping data makes direct 
modeling on waveforms possible. While WaveNet outperforms older methods in terms 
of naturalness, it is computationally expensive and extremely slow to train, so not very 
malleable. WaveNet as a standalone framework for TTS purposes may be outdated 
already, but it’s a useful starting point to build a foundation of TTS and audio synthesis 
knowledge (Oord et al. 2016). 
A solution to the resource intensive process of WaveNet based audio synthesis was 
proposed in 2017, the original Tacotron. This model takes characters as input and 
outputs raw spectrograms, which are synthesized using the Griffin-Lim algorithm. The 
Griffin-Lim algorithm greatly reduces the time to generate over WaveNet, however it 
produces undesirable artifacts and lower quality audio (Wang et al, 2017). Tacotron 
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attempted to solve the speed issues of the original proposed WaveNet, but at the cost of 
quality. Tacotron 2, presented in 2017, improved on the quality of the original Tacotron 
and significantly reduced the various costs of the original WaveNet architecture. 
Tacotron 2 took the best parts of the original Tacotron, mapping a sequence of letters to 
a sequence of features that encode the audio, which are then synthesized by a modified 
WaveNet vocoder. The results of Tacotron 2’s speech generation were of impressive 
quality and featured a lower price tag in terms of computational cost and time to train. 
These qualities made this model especially attractive to experiment with. Online forums 
filled with hobbyists and professional developers alike have grown over the years 
around speech synthesis. Out of the available open source implementations of neural 
speech synthesis systems, I have found Tacotron 2 to be the most widely understood 
and discussed, greatly reducing the challenge of working with a complex machine 
learning framework.
Singing Synthesis Overview 
In this section, I consider three different types of singing synthesizers; Vocaloid, 
DeepSinger and a neural parametric singing synthesis system based on the WaveNet 
architecture. 
Vocaloid is a commercial singing synthesizer in which the underlying technology has 
gone through many iterations (Bonada et al. 2017). It has improved greatly over the 
years, but its underlying technology is not that much different from diphone speech 
synthesizers: Vocaloid is based on sample concatenation, where the singer library is a 
database of samples (diaphones) extracted from real human singing. Vocaloid’s system 
consists of a synthesis engine, a score editor and the singer databases. The synthesis 
engine is used in the selection, modification and concatenation of the sequence of 
diphones. The singer database contains the diphone samples and related analysis 
which are recorded at three pitch ranges (low, medium, high). The problem in 
concatenating samples is that the samples are recorded in different pitches and different 
phonetic contexts. Therefore, after a pitch is selected, time stretching and fundamental 
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frequency transposition have to be applied to match the selected note. So, building a 
vocaloid database requires recording a large store of audio, making it difficult to build 
new singer profiles, as well as pitch manipulation which leads to mechanical sounding 
output depending on the distance the pitch is shifted from the original recording 
(Kenmochi and Ohshita, 2007). Vocaloid’s need for the extensive fine tuning of available 
parameters to achieve natural performances makes it a difficult and time-consuming 
system if your goal is realism. Besides the Vocaloid often resulting in unnatural 
sounding singing, it is a closed system. Users are not able to make custom voice banks 
and, therefore, are limited to those provided by the company. This means that if 
Vocaloid is being used in a production, the stylistic qualities of the synthesized vocals 
are defined by what a single company chooses to produce and make available. Keeping 
up with new and emerging vocal styles is not a feature of the Vocaloid environment. The 
majority of Vocaloid’s success has been seen through the marketing of digital avatars, 
drawn and animated in the stylistic realm of Japanese anime. Their success is highly 
related to synthetic characters rather than professional music production, so keeping up 
with trends in pop and underground music styles most likely is not a key objective of 
their business. To summarize, it is difficult to achieve naturalness with Vocaloid and 
even more importantly, users are limited by what voice banks are offered for sale by 
Vocaloid.
DeepSinger is a state-of-the-art system that proves singing data could be mined and 
implemented in an SVS system without much human interaction. DeepSinger focuses 
on generating singing voice synthesis after vocal separation from a complete track. 
Instead of bringing a singer in to sing for hours to build a dataset, the DeepSinger 
system pulls complete songs from the internet, separates the vocals and the underlying 
instrumental then automatically transcribes the lyrics for the isolated vocal track. 
DeepSinger uses an open source ML vocal separation tool Spleeter, which I use in my 
own music production pipeline. When a topline pitch is sent to me, it is often in the form 
of a single audio file including basic production. I use the Spleeter script to create 
stems, enabling experimentation with a song before agreeing to a production contract. 




underlying original instrumental are always present in the extracted vocals, resulting in 
an unusual and unnatural sound. The output of DeepSinger retains much of the 
unnatural sound that Spleeter creates through multi-track separation of data based on 
what high quality recordings can be sourced. Therefore, this is currently not a system to 
build SVS systems on specific high-quality voices. This is not consistent with my goal of 
creating a system that can be used to easily create digital versions of specific vocal 
styles, preferably built with limited but high-quality recordings. Furthermore, 
DeepSinger’s method of mining available data from the internet is an advanced 
engineering solution to the data problem, but is this method actually feasible in the field 
of music production? The methods used raise questions of legality related to the source 
material. Making digital clones of voices without permission is likely crossing lines in the 
area of copyright infringement. See Appendix on legal issues. 
In 2017, Blaauw and Bonada presented a neural parametric singing synthesis system 
based on the WaveNet architecture. Their research group, Voctro Labs, has also been a 
key collaborator with Vocaloid, and has had many breakthroughs in the field of audio 
and voice technologies. The objective of their work was to address issues of flexibility 
and scalability of concatenative synthesis, the method used by popular singing 
synthesizers like Vocaloid. The system developed is based on separate but 
interconnected models that learn pitch, phonetic timing and timbre from a dataset of 
songs. They found this to be a solution for the difficulties surrounding creating a large 
singing dataset as it required less training data. The system uses two types of singing 
data - natural singing and, what they call, pseudo singing. Their English pseudo singing 
dataset consists of 35 minutes of short sentences which were sung at a single pitch and 
an approximately constant cadence. While their system simplifies the problem of 
synthesizing any melody, there appears to be degradation in sound quality during 
changes in pitch. The results from their English examples are expressive, but fairly 
robotic and tinny. It feels like it is missing harmonic information and the results are 
highly unnatural with a prominent nasal-like quality. The Spanish and Japanese demos 
seem to be of moderately higher quality, but it is difficult to make a qualitative analysis 
on an SVS system in a language I do not understand. The audio demos provided are 
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demonstrations of impressive engineering, which is their intention, but the results are 
below standards of naturalness for my own use. While independently modelling pitch 
and timbre allows adjusting pitch of the generated vocals to match a target melody, the 
resulting sound seems to be a good representation of the tradeoff between malleability 
and naturalness. Moreover, if a resulting vocal tool were a closed system where voices 
were solely provided by the developers, possibly more numerous due to the underlying 
technology facilitating the creation of new voices, it would not meet my interest in a 
flexible system that allows user created voice datasets. 
Context Discussion 
The breakthroughs in neural speech synthesis as seen in WaveNet, leading to Tacotron 
2, prove that highly realistic synthetic speech can be produced. However, singing tools, 
using established methods such as Vocaloid or even cutting-edge additions into the 
field, still leave much to be desired. From a personal analysis of the outputs, they 
contain qualities that are unmistakably non-human, and the complexity of the 
technologies makes it difficult to build new voices. While it is possible to output realistic 
singing from Vocaloid with the investment of a lot of effort and time, Vocaloid does not 
give the option to create custom voices and I assume it would be quite difficult to create 
an effective one, judging by the underlying technology. Virtual instruments can be 
realistic substitutions for the real thing. Almost every instrument is available and can be 
programmed into any style. Building an instrument oneself is fairly simple as well: 
Record multiple notes and desired articulation styles, then use them within a 
multi-sample player within a DAW (Digital Audio Workstation). Building new virtual 
instruments is not a complicated task. They can be shared between music makers, and 
there is a large resource of sounds that are kept up to date in terms of constantly 
evolving musical tastes. However, there are not many options for synthetic vocals, and 
at the highest level of vocal synthesis, the results are subpar. Vocal synthesis has not 
reached this level of rapid evolution. Presets and styles are based on what engineers 
develop without artist or cultural input. 
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It’s important to note that a lot of these additions to the field of SVS (besides Vocaloid) 
are mainly research focused. There is ground-breaking work happening within these 
inventions and innovations but they do not often work in the context of actual music 
production. Many are presented as possibilities, to be further developed and used in a 
future product. It would seem that the dream of having a bank of singing voice styles is 
a long way off. 
However, looking at the results from open source implementations of the top speech 
synthesis tools, the tools needed might already be in place. Can creative design 
strategies be employed within the existing advancements of speech synthesis to realize 
a framework for easily adaptable, customizable, and natural synthetic singing? I aim to 
create a synthetic vocalist system that can be used in my workflow, where 
non-engineers can create voice banks to keep up to date with trends, therefore can 
output music that would be of interest to my peers and networks. While these SVS 
projects are great feats of engineering, the researchers most likely do not share my 
specific goal, which is to create a tool that can help me make music that would succeed 
within the current landscape of contemporary pop. 
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Methodologies 
The methodologies used to develop this thesis project included user-centred design 
with myself as the primary user, research through intuitive design and iterative 
prototyping to realize the thesis product, a singing voice synthesis system based on 
open-source speech synthesis technology. 
Research-through-Design 
My design research approach has been essentially what Christopher Frayling describes 
as “research for art and design”(5). As a music maker working in a new and rapidly 
evolving medium and practice, I have had to continually research the latest 
technologies, teach myself the digital skills needed to exploit the tools available, modify 
tools to fit my needs, and develop new tools as needed. For me, Frayling’s description 
of “Research for art and design…where the end product is an artefact…in the sense of 
visual or iconic or imagistic communication” (5) seems closest to describing my 
approach. It includes the elements identified by Frayling (1993) of materials research, 
i.e., into the related technologies of speech and singing synthesis, and action research 
using an iterative prototyping process to design and realize the project.  It takes an 
intuitive design approach in that the design process is guided by my intuitive judgement 
based on knowledge acquired through extensive experience in music making and the 
use of digital music making technologies. Dijkstra et al (2012) describe ‘intuition as a 
process of thinking, the input of which is mostly knowledge primarily acquired via 
associative learning’. 
Iterative Prototyping 
Key to realizing the project was the use of iterative prototyping as my key design 
methodology throughout the development process and testing each prototype myself, 
as the key user, asking the question, to what extent does the result meet my needs as a 
music maker? 
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Designing within a new technology presents problems in itself. The limits of the 
technology is not always fully understood, or cannot be fully realized by the resources at 
hand. Therefore the process of developing solutions within an evolving and complex 
field required an iterative prototyping approach. Even in engineering problems, the 
design of systems is rarely accomplished exclusively by applying fundamental scientific 
principles and requires some use of experimentation (Dym, 106). Having an idea about 
how to address my need as a key user and extensive experience in the digital music 
sphere, the most direct approach to designing a solution was to design a series of 
prototype models with each model building on the learnings from the previous model. 
Prototyping is used as “a tool for thinking...a process of thinking taking place through 
the act of making” (Mulder, 2018). It is effectively applying Frayling’s “action research” 




The next section details the research and development of a singing voice synthesis 
system. It introduces the research work with a description of the research objective, 
the known data issues and the research approach. I then describe my research 




To create an effective and convincing singing voice synthesis system with a 
simple process for building new voice styles that could be used by music makers 
to create new toplines independent of a live singer. 
In the online communities based around speech synthesis, hobbyists are able to create 
realistic speech using open source systems like Tacotron 2. Natural speech is proven to 
be a possibility with these open-source implementations. While it can take weeks to 
train a Tacotron 2 model, effective training can generate realistic speech in seconds. 
Machine Learning based speech synthesis faces the usual challenges surrounding 
machine learning problems: The accuracy of a model’s prediction is directly related to 
the quality and size of the dataset. To effectively train a speech synthesis model, a large 
dataset of recorded speech must be used. For example, the open source LJSpeech 
dataset, a popular resource, contains 13,100 short audio clips, including transcriptions, 
of a single speaker that varies in length from 1 to 10 seconds. The total length is 
approximately 24 hours (Ito & Johnson, 2017). It is clear that the creation of speech 
datasets is a laborious task that requires many hours of recording, large storage 





The more data available of a single speaker, the higher quality the generated output will 
be in terms of fidelity and ability to replicate the original speaker. While there are many 
sources for single speaker recordings like the LJspeech dataset in the public domain, 
robust single singer datasets are non-existent. The isophonics Singing Voice Dataset 
provided by the Centre for Digital Music looks to solve one of the main problems in 
singing research - the lack of data in the form of unaccompanied singing. However, 
there are two issues with this dataset. First, at a total length of recorded audio of just 
over two hours, it is a small dataset in terms of training a speech synthesis model. 
Second, and even more limiting considering my own purposes, the greater part of the 
dataset is Chinese opera music which has limited application to creating English 
contemporary music. Another dataset is the (C4DM) VocalSet: A Singing Voice Dataset. 
This is a singing voice dataset of a capella singing that captures a wide range of styles 
and consists only of recorded vowels. This dataset could be used to train machine 
learning models to separate mixtures of multiple singing voices, or understand the 
difference between different singing modulation techniques (vibrato, straight, trill, etc.) 
(Wilkins et al., 2018). This dataset just contains sung vowels, therefore words would 
need to be constructed from these vowels. Even if a neural synthesis model could 
replicate these vowels and techniques flawlessly, they would have to be strung together 
in a concatenative fashion in the process. It is evident that unaccompanied singing data 
is a limited resource, and the solution is to create an entirely original corpus from 
scratch.
I developed three iterations of a prototype design for a singing synthesizer system. At 
each iteration, the experiments were small in scope. This was to ensure time was not 
wasted when considering the resource heavy nature of training neural networks to 
reproduce audio. 
The first step was evaluating the potential of the technological innovation, through the 
appropriation of original engineering to fit my desired outcome. At each iterative stage of 
prototype development, an analysis took place of limitations and/or possibilities 
presented. This is seen in the initial prototype stage by experimenting with regular 
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speech models to understand what would be the most essential vocal music parameters 
needed within the system. 
The most important factor that enabled successful work within the solution space was a 
full understanding of the problem space from the user’s perspective, and especially the 
art form’s cultural context. This was fully realized during the second prototyping stage 
and is seen in the analysis of what a user might actually want out of a vocal synthesizer. 
The methodologies in vocal synthesis papers mostly detail strictly engineering related 
problems and methods for approaching their solutions. By analyzing the actual use 
case, the system architecture was simplified and development was less complex. 
Understanding the desired outcome from a user and cultural perspective was 
instrumental in terms of facilitating the appropriation of their original engineering to fit 
my desired outcome. 
Prototype 1 
First Prototype Question: What is needed as output from a standard speech synthesis 
model in order to create vocal music? 
The scale of audio data needed to train a model for effective speech synthesis means 
that errors in the creation of a vocal dataset can be expensive in terms of resources 
spent (hiring a vocalist, time spent recording and prepping data, cost to train models). 
To mitigate the risk of spending resources unnecessarily, it is important to decide what is 
actually needed as output from a model in order to create convincing vocal music. To 
explore this question, I began by attempting to create a topline with regular speech from 
a previously trained model. 





The first step in this process was finding an average pitch of the synthetic speech then 
tuning complete phrases to this pitch. With this step, I created a single note baseline 
that allows me to pitch shift the audio around to easily create a melody. For example, if 
the phrase was tuned to A, a word could be pitched up three semitones to hit C. This 
handled manipulating the audio melodically, but singing also has a rhythmic component. 
Adjusting the playback speed with Ableton’s time stretching algorithm was used to affect 
the rhythmic portion of the topline. The results sounded satisfactory through the 
application of a deep dive into vocal production techniques using Melodyne (a tuning 
application), vocoding, pitch and time shifting algorithms built into Ableton software. The 
more these techniques were applied, the less natural the voice sounded. However, 
while the voice was fairly robotic from extensive digital pitch manipulation, I found the 
music acceptable to my personal tastes.
Prototype 1, “Hold On”, Nov 2019 
https://vimeo.com/526958419 
In conclusion, simple pitch and rhythm adjustments created a representation of singing, 
and if a model could generate output audio that didn’t require extensive pitch or time 
stretching, then the generated audio should be able to retain naturalness.
Prototype 2 
Second Prototype Question: What parameters of singing will be necessary to create 
modern popular music? How far back can singing be stripped to a convincing topline? 
The initial output from a speech synthesizer does not have musical intention, it must be 
creatively shaped to fit rhythmic and melodic qualities of singing. The question to 
address is whether a SVS system needs multiple highly adjustable parameters that 
simulate techniques used in complex vocal performances. The results of the first 
prototype show that if a model could generate audio that didn’t require pitch or time 







shifting from a single base frequency, the synthesis would have a cleaner result if the 
output did not need the initial tuning to a single note. However, since there were no 
datasets available of singing at a single pitch, I would have to create a new dataset.
I anticipated three challenges to building a neural synthetic singing voice system (SVS):
1. creating a dataset, featuring notes and timing,
2. understanding the complexity of artificial speech synthesis, and 
3. the resource intensive nature of time and computational cost of training models 
involved in neural audio synthesis 
The datasets involved in speech synthesis contain hours of speech, up to 24 as seen in 
the commonly used LJspeech dataset. Achieving optimal dataset size is difficult, but 
there are the added complications of pitch and duration of lyrics being sung. Earlier 
experiments show that basic outputs required to create vocal music are pitch and 
duration. Pitch stretching regular speech could create interesting ‘sung’ pieces. Part of 
that process was finding the average frequency of the output speech and tuning the 
complete phrase to that pitch. To skip this step, a prototype dataset could be made by 
singing at a single pitch. Systems like Tacotron 2 have an easier time modeling datasets 
that are uniform in tone and pitch than those with high divergences such as 
multi-speaker datasets or single speakers doing characters (Olney 2019). If training on 
a single note at a consistent tempo, I assumed that the models would learn quickly and 
require less data. If the models need less data, then perhaps it would be easy to build a 
range of registers and pitches. Single pitch datasets create an opportunity to employ a 
technique in speech synthesis known as voice cloning. Training TTS models from 
scratch is an intensive process, and often there is not enough data as seen in the 24 
hours of the LJspeech dataset. Voice cloning uses data learned from a large speech 
corpus, then the learned parameters are adapted to the smaller dataset. If the model 
does not need to consider pitch and rhythm variation, then continuing training from a 
model created using a large speech corpus is possible. Combining voice cloning with 
single pitch singing provides a solution to the hours of training data usually needed in 




the dataset to fit Tacotron 2 rather than attempting to manipulate the technology to fit 
the data. 
A dataset containing a voice singing at a single pitch and a uniform rhythm could 
potentially solve all challenges by: 
1. reducing the required data 
2. adapting the data to fit Tacotron 2, rather than the other way around. 
Second Prototype: To develop a prototype using a dataset of singing at a single pitch. 
In the first prototype, it was seen that pitch and rhythm adjustments could communicate 
lyrics in a musical style. The question to address at this stage is whether a SVS system 
needs multiple highly adjustable parameters that simulate techniques used in complex 
vocal performances. Personal experience has shown that there is currently a greater 
emphasis on rhythmic vocals with simple melodic forms, over virtuosic performances. 
Looking at what music analytics indicate are the dominant features of contemporary 
music can put this theory in context. MRC Data is the most comprehensive global 
provider of data and analytics to the entertainment and music industry and consumers. 
According to their metrics, as of 2017, R&B/Hip-Hop became the most dominant music 
genres, with seven of the top 10 most-consumed albums categorized as such.  (Nielson 
2017). The year 2020 saw album sales vary in genre, but digital song consumption was 
dominated by R&B and Rap, which also led in terms of total volume of consumption at 
28.2% vs. Rock at 19.5% (MRC Data). Modern Rap sees the use of rhythmic melodic 
hooks more than its lyrical focused early days. This success might be affecting the vocal 
stylings of other genres within pop music, or simply represents the average listeners’ 
topline style preferences. One of the most popular songs of 2019, Billie Eilish’s ‘Bad 
Guy’, is a song built around timbre and rhythm, a performance that can be described as 
a soft rhythmic whisper. Records like ‘Bad Guy’ are examples of the importance of a 








more traditional forms of singing such as opera or musicals with far more complicated 
parameters, the number of style inflections has narrowed with the popularity of 
contemporary rhythmic music. So, based on trends in popular music, multiple, highly 
adjustable parameters may not be necessary to create modern popular music. There 
may only be a need for controlling pitch and duration. 
The conclusions drawn from the current state of popular music is that we do not need 
an extreme range of vocal articulations and pitches. An interesting timbre and a few 
notes might just be enough. While there is not much in the way of single voice singing 
datasets as a resource, recordings of singing at a single pitch is non-existent. Either 
way it was assumed that a new dataset would need to be created, and the theory is that 
single pitches will be easier to train. A constant rhythm could be set by having the onset 
of a consonant or vowel commence at the beginning of each beat of a metronome.
To test this theory out, I recruited an artist who is a frequent musical collaborator, and 
also a voice actor. The plan was to record as much audio at a single pitch, then train the 
Tacotron 2 (T2) on the smallest amount of data possible. If the model was not able to 
learn at a small data size, more would be added. This test would set a guide for future 
pitches and registers. The recording was done out-of-studio using a decent microphone 
and acoustic treatment blankets. While we both have access to professional studios, the 
amount of experimentation needed made home recording the economical choice. The 
dataset created from these sessions was organized into audio files with the length 
varying between two to ten seconds per spoken line which is found to be optimal for T2. 
Since T2 is set up to train on regular speech with great results, I molded the concept of 
singing to fit into the T2 setup. The process is the same as training on regular speech, 
but the output when combined with other trained T2 models, could be put together to 
form singing. So, the approach was to first train a model on speech-like singing at a 






parameters of T2 were fine tuned, a mostly trial and error process - train for days, check 
output, experiment with parameters. After multiple iterations of the training process, 
lyrics could be given as input to the trained model, which would generate the line sung 
at a single pitch. While producing the melodic topline required pitch stretching, it could 
create toplines that I found satisfactory. This process requires close to 2% of the 
LJspeech dataset, which also means a more complete vocal range could be built 
without extensive training data. By simplifying the needed output to basic parameters, 
the majority of the time invested is spent on training the models, and solves the issue of 
building a large dataset. 
Prototype 2, “Maya Training Samples”, March, 2020 
https://vimeo.com/526958419 
The topline melody and rhythm took about 2 hours to work out over a basic 
instrumental. Creating adjustments to the lyrics, melody, and standard music was 
straightforward as it was a single contained workflow without the need to book more 
recording sessions, or being confined to how a topline is originally presented. The 
results proved that utilizing novel design strategies within the current state of speech 
synthesis could create a unique solution to synthetic singing. For the first time in my 
practice, malleable instrumental and vocal production was taking place in the same 
space. This iteration saw a single pitch model trained with limited data. The output still 
required extensive pitch manipulation to replicate the melodic forms of singing, which 
introduces artificial qualities to a voice. If a range of pitch models were available, this 
step would not be needed. 
Prototype 3 
Third Prototype Question: Once the individual pitch models are integrated into a system, 




The first two prototypes helped develop and test a novel approach to create synthetic, 
singing vocals within synthetic speech technology. The strategy is to use a small 
dataset of single pitch singing combined with parameters learned from regular speech. 
The second prototype also helped create guidelines for the minimum data required from 
the recording stage. The next step was to record multiple pitches, then train separate 
models on each pitch. This would provide a range of notes without the need to adjust 
pitch within an audio editor. Creating interesting rhythms would require adjusting the 
playback rate of moments of singing as the original data features a syllabic rhythm that 
is replicated in the output. Manipulating the playback rate of samples can degrade 
quality, although it is only noticeable if used to a high degree. 
Third Prototype: Assemble various models in a complete SVS system. 
The system is set up from training separate models on individual pitches, therefore the 
first step is inputting lyrics into each pitch model. The output will be the line sung at 
each selected pitch, all following the rhythm of the original recording. This output is then 
put into Ableton, where every pitch is placed on a separate track. Once the audio is 
formatted, individual syllables can be activated or muted to create a melody. The pause 
structure affects the sound of the speech in the sense that the beginning of a sentence 
generally contains different inflections from the end. 
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Figure 1 - The diagram shows working with multiple instances of single pitch singing 
within Ableton Live. Horizontal layers represent separate pitches, while lyrics and timing 
are identical. At the bottom layer is a midi melody planning out the melodic form of the 
topline. Vocal syllables are represented by blocks above the midi layer. Blocks that are 
opaque are audible, while transparent ones are muted. 
In the above example I have worked out a melody in MIDI notation, then edited the 
individual tracks to match. From lyric input to the point where the melody is being 
experimented with took no longer than 30 minutes. The immediate result is far from 
natural, and this is common for almost all live instruments replicated in digital space that 
have not undergone processing. As discussed earlier, strategies to make guitar sound 
natural involve incorporating human elements like imperfect timing. Understanding 
variables of live performance helps effectively adjust digital instruments to sound 
convincingly real. Even before the generated singing is manipulated from its current 
rigid state, it already proves to be an effective tool for building a topline concept. 
Melodies, lyrics and underlying composition can now be developed simultaneously and 
swiftly, providing efficient access to a process that a complete lack of vocal talent has 
kept at a distance. 
The following is a sample of a song made with the third prototype assemblage. Modern 
vocal production techniques were applied to the generated vocals, such as equalization, 
compression and reverb. What is immediately evident is the generated voice 
unmistakably replicates the vocal qualities of the original singer and dataset prosody 
style. The voice sounds like the original singer, but the rigid prosody reproduced from 
the data has to be manually adjusted to resemble a live singer. With some experience I 
found the time required for the adjustments similar to the adjustments needed to make a 
digital instrument sound convincing. With pitch, timing and lyrics end-to-end accessible, 
I landed on a topline that fit my tastes. Whether or not the song would be enjoyed from 
an outside perspective is not a measure of success for the project. I was able to 
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single-handedly create music that met a self defined aesthetic target, and this is what’s 
important. 
Prototype 3, ”Bad Habits Demo Sample”, February, 2021 
https://vimeo.com/526958419 
While the system has proven to be an effective tool to build topline ideas, I aim to see 
how close this prototype iteration can come to a real vocal performance. The main 
areas that decrease the output’s naturalness are found in the strategies used to build 
the original dataset. Combining voice cloning and single pitch singing solves data 
requirements but creates variances between pitches that one would not usually hear 
during a live vocal performance. During live singing, the delivery of each lyric is affected 
by the previous pitch, pronunciation and annunciation. Recording at only a single pitch 
will flatten these variances, which can lead to an unnatural prosody. At my request, the 
collaborating vocalist made an effort to not be overly expressive in pitch and clearly 
enunciate vowels and consonants. This was done out of caution so input data would be 
as uniform and clear as possible to help the training process. This causes the original 
vocal delivery to feature spaces and heavy annunciation between syllables that is much 
more pronounced than a live singing. This rigid pitch form and strict delivery is the 
aspect of the system I find most unnatural. While these issues are not ideal, the silver 
lining is that it is accurately replicating elements built into the original data, therefore can 
be addressed in a future dataset iteration. A comprehensive and research backed 
design strategy is in place which shows that it’s possible to build the required data in a 
single day. In terms of unnatural prosody, focusing on connecting syllables within whole 
words and a less pronounced delivery will help solve this. A future dataset that 
incorporated more natural vocal stylings would improve the output, but expressive 







Unlike other synthetic singing solutions, the act of changing pitch of a sung vocal is non 
destructive in the sense that it does not require digital pitch manipulation, resulting in 
unnatural artifacts and degrading audio quality. This current version took time between 
recording sessions to make sure each pitch could be learned by Tacotron 2 with the 
proven strategy. Future singers will be able to complete a full dataset within a single 
session. The time to complete a vocal session with a live vocalist, finalize lyrics, record 
and re-record, sign a royalty split agreement can be years. A simple song with this 
framework can be a matter of hours, or less, depending on the amount of tinkering is 
done. The issue of setting up a re-recording session if a part of a vocal take needs to be 
fixed is also easily solved, as any note available through the models can be generated. 
If a word isn’t working, that word can be swapped for a new output. A topline can be 
created all within the computer.
There are minor issues in terms of pronunciation and intelligibility, but most are 
manageable as they add only a minor amount of tweaking to the process. Generating 
the correct pronunciation sometimes took experimentation, and each pitch model had its 
own pronunciation issues. If the data did not contain similar speech, it had difficulty 
generating it, therefore, I had to edit small units such as vowels together to form a 
complete word. Mispronunciation can be fixed by substituting homophones, such as 
substituting “our” in for “hour”. Occasionally words could be broken up by their syllables. 
If a model had trouble pronouncing “baby”, breaking up the word can help such as 
inputting “bay” and “bee”. Certain pitches proved to be more difficult. It is difficult to say 
why a certain model’s quality is lower in comparison to the other pitches trained. It could 
be because the sound of the voice at that pitch is not like the underlying original model 
resulting in recording and processing errors. Some of these issues were addressed by 
retraining the models and adjusting parameters. If the data did not contain similar 
speech, it had difficulty generating it, therefore, I had to edit small units of generated 






Using a combination of advances in neural speech synthesis, a specially created 
singing voice training database and a background of experience in the digital music 
industry, I have developed a solution to vocal singing synthesis that meets my needs as 
a contemporary music maker. The system is built around a training voice data set that 
lies somewhere between singing and regular speech which can be fit to the Tacotron 2 
speech synthesizer to produce voice output. The voice output can then be input to 
Ableton where every pitch is placed on a separate track. Some formatting is required in 
terms of timing, as while the original source audio was recorded to a single BPM, the 
singer was not always accurate. Once the audio is formatted, individual syllables can be 
activated or muted to create a melody. The system is made up of recording 7 different 
pitches for around 30 minutes each.The system uses such a small amount of data 
because it employs voice cloning from models that were extensively trained on regular 
speech. It continues training from learned parameters from large regular speech 
datasets, and applies parameters to the smaller new dataset. Because the new dataset 
is highly uniform in pitch and rhythm, the model is able to quickly understand the new 
data. Single pitch, uniform cadence singing can be described as a human imitating a 
robot. Interestingly enough, it turned out that the data needed to be less lifelike for the 
final product to achieve realism. 
The output will still require rhythmic adjustments to create an interesting topline, and 
stretching or shrinking a syllable can degrade the audio fidelity depending on the 
amount. While working on this project, other developments in speech synthesis 
occurred that dealt with controlling the speed at which a line of generated speech is 
spoken. A possible solution is the open source ForwardTacotron, which is a modification 
of Tacotron 2 that allows control of the speed of the generated speech. Developing 
toplines in the same digital space as instrumental production has joined two disciplines 
with traditionally distinct workflows within my practice. The methods used set up a 
simple framework for the creation of new voice models, which opens the possibility for a 
wide range of vocal styles. 
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Discussion 
The system that I’ve assembled has an almost primitive feel when compared with the 
work of the top researchers in the field of singing synthesis. It uses a brutally simple 
strategy within a complex field to achieve a specific goal. I believe that building a 
singing voice system, based on such a simple strategy, is key to successfully bringing 
singing into the digital realm. Whether due to the difficulty in creation, or a company’s 
desire for product control, a closed system where the presets are solely provided by the 
sofware’s developers is too restrictive for artistic creation. This limitation has caused the 
current leading synthesizer Vocaloid to fail outside of its niche anime related market. It 
has no ability to adapt to current vocal trends, such as register styles like vocal fry or the 
evolving articulatory styles seen in modern Rap. Not all genres are defined by vocal 
style, but as the singer is often the focal point of contemporary popular music, it is an 
extremely potent force. Modern popular Country is a good example of how vocal style is 
often the key driver of the conceptualization of a song’s persona. The production of the 
2017 Country hit ‘Meant to Be’ by Bhebe Rhexa and Florida Georgia Line sees generic 
piano and electronic drums popularized by Rap subgenres. Bhebe Rhexa’s vocals on 
‘Meant to Be’ could be supplanted over any pop song, while Florida Georgia Line 
provides a distinct Country twang vocal style. Modern Country records often see 
underlying production normally associated with R&B, Rap, and standard Pop, yet their 
toplines push them well into the country realm. Vocal style often defines modern rappers 
like Migos or Future, who use an articulatory style involving creative and sometimes 
incoherent annunciation. Rather than pure lyricism, there is emphasis on the production, 
vocal effects, melody and overall swagger within the delivery. Unlike the country twang, 
this is a recent invention. The vocal style has given way to a new genre classification, 
known as ‘Soundcloud Rap’ or ‘Mumble Rap’, alluding to its, at times, unclear delivery. 
A system built on standard articulation would not be able to replicate this trending vocal 
style, yet it is a defining aspect of some of the most popular artists that dominate charts. 
Vocal systems are often built on the concept of malleability in a parametric sense, but 
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not culturally. Creative applications, to be effective in ever-evolving respective creative 
mediums, need to be malleable by the users themselves. Vocal style is the most 
important active parameter for experimentation in modern music. If future vocal 
synthesis systems are to succeed they must be agile enough to adapt to trends and the 
sound must not be solely defined by the engineers behind the technology. The sound 
has to be driven by the artistic community. 
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Conclusion 
The objective of the research project was to build a convincing, natural sounding singing 
voice synthesizer that music makers could use to create new toplines and the system 
featured a simple solution to build new voice banks. My overall research question for 
this project was how might I create an effective synthetic vocal tool using current 
speech synthesis technology that is beneficial to my practice? My research strategy was 
to design a solution through an iterative prototyping methodology informed by my 
extensive and in-depth user background in technical audio knowledge and 
practice-based music production. In retrospect, I would describe my approach as a 
research for design strategy, what Frayling (5) describes as one “where the end 
product is...embodied in the artefact, where the goal is not primarily communicable 
knowledge in the sense of verbal communication, but in the sense of visual or iconic or 
imagistic communication.” In my case, the “artefact” is a new and practical approach to 
a singing synthesis system. Through prototyping, theories were developed that were 
used to build an effective digital vocal solution. 
I set out to solve a long running problem throughout my career based solely on my own 
design intuition and artistic sensibilities. Though I did not have a technical background 
in machine learning, I have developed skills with computer based audio tools including 
creating and adapting specific tools to meet my needs. The success of my project stems 
from applying a research through design methodology guided by intuition grounded in 
an extensive background in technical and artistic audio design. A deeper understanding 
of the voice and its place in contemporary music from a user perspective led to the 
development of novel solutions. 
The production process addressed technical problems and theories for the development 
of creative software. The approach also led to another lesson learned, that the designer 
should not be intimidated by the complexity of the problem space in a familiar field. A 
complex problem often has multiple solutions, and if the medium is familiar they may 
have a fresh approach to the problem. 
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Further research 
Any unnatural results from the assembled system were a result of the unusual prosody 
of the original data. The current framework could be improved by building new data sets 
that experiment with a less strict delivery. While there are paths to improving future 
iterations of this project, the current results also have implications for the field of singing 
synthesis from a user perspective. Reproducing the quantitative properties of vocal 
performance is not necessarily what will make a tool valuable to producers. In my 
practice, and in much of modern music, the aesthetic experience of a voice is more 
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Appendix: Legal Issues 
Creating a synthetic vocalist using voice input from a live performer requires an 
examination of what legal issues might arise. I reviewed a number of online papers to 
identify what legal issues might arise and strategies to address and manage those 
issues. The key issues identified related to copyright ownership and protection, the 
voice as ‘a personal right’ and privacy. 
In terms of the question of copyright ownership related to outputted sound files from a 
speech API, the advice of a copyright attorney on the question was essentially that as 
long as the text used is original or otherwise legally used, any sound recordings would 
be copyrightable subject to the terms of use provided by the API. It was noted that 
copyright does not flow from the automatic process itself but rather from the creative 
use of the automatic process (Copyright…2017). Questions around intellectual property 
of the voice used in the training database are minimized since the voice is that of one 
singer who is a consenting participant to the use and will retain a copyright 
A number of governments, including the Canadian government, have begun to identify 
and address digital privacy issues. The Canadian government’s response referred to as 
the Digital Charter Implementation Act, identifies consent as a key issue and that the 
consent to the provision and use of personal information be informed, freely provided 
and able to be withdrawn. A distinction is made between information that can be linked 
to an individual and information that is ‘de-identified’. A question therefore to be paid 
attention to and addressed if necessary, is whether any personal information can be 
deduced from a voice synthesizer and ensure that there is either consent and/or that the 
information is de-identified. 
An emerging legal issue related to voice cloning technology considers the voice as ‘a 
personal right’ and whether the law has adequate protections. An article by a European 
law firm with a focus on new technologies notes that from a legal viewpoint, the voice 
should be ‘classified as a personal right’ and the individual’s property (KG Legal). 
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Copyright and privacy protection laws are potential avenues for redress in the case of a 
perceived violation. Though more specific legal provisions related to clarifying the voice 
as a personal right need to be developed, consent and clear authorization by the 
individual for specific uses are important to addressing potential liability issues. 
As my project requires the recording of a live performer’s voice to create a training 
database, it will be important to have the clear consent and authorization of the 
individual for the use of her voice. This consent should also address the issue of any 
privacy concerns as well as intellectual property concerns. 
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